COMPLETE RULES

do you have what it
takes to rescue Lily?

Setup
Separate the character cards, Enemy Cards and
asset cards from the rest of the Deck

Character Cards

Enemy Cards

asset Cards

shuffle the character cards and deal 1 to each
player (set any remaining characters aside and out
of play)
place your character card face up in front of you

DISCARD
PILE

shuffle the deck (minus the enemy cards) and
deal 3 cards to each player
shuffle the enemy cards back into the deck, and
set the pile face down to create a draw pile

game play
The last person to visit Paris goes first

On your Turn, Perform 1 Action (or pass)
Actions include:
⁃ Playing an action CARD
⁃ PLAYING A CARD TOWARDS A PURCHASE (BY
PLACING IT FACE UP IN-FRONT OF YOU)
⁃ PURCHASING AN ASSET (PRIVATE PLANE, THUMB
DRIVE OR GUN)
if you purchase an asset:
⁃ the used cards are placed into the discard
pile (if the value of the cards is over the
cost of the asset, you forfeit those
remaining points)

To end your turn
draw a card from the draw pile into
your hanD
⁃ if you draw an enemy card the
consequences take immediate effect
⁃ before your turn ends, ensure you
have the hand limit of 5, and discard
any addition cards into a discard pile
(your choice)

CARD TYPES

Enemy Cards

location Cards

item Cards

business Cards

action Cards

Misc. Rules
ACTION CARDS THAT ARE ALSO LOCATION,
ITEMS AND BUSINESS Cards MUST ADHERE
TO ANY RULES OF THOSE CATEGORIES
WHEN THE DRAW PILE IS GONE, SHUFFLE THE
DISCARD PILE AND BEGIN AGAIN
IF YOU HAVE NO CARDS IN YOUR HAND, YOU
MUST WAIT UNTIL YOUR NEXT TURN TO DRAW
A CARD
Enemy cards can not steal assets (gun,
private plane, thumb drive) you have
purchased

EACH CARD HAS A UNIQUE QUOTE FROM THE SERIES!

THE CARDS
Enemy Cards (CARD# 01-02)
⁃ Played enemy cards are placed into the discard
pile
Find Your Passport (Card# 10)
⁃ can steal any location including First Date
FIRST DATE (CARD# 11)
⁃ this card must be played (placed in front of you)
like a points card, prior to a purchase
⁃ it can be stolen BY “FIND YOUR PASSPORT”
Gain a Business partner (Card# 22)
⁃ when played you must also put down the
Business card you are using (counts as one
action) - draw a card to end your turn
⁃ when The asset is purchased: Each player may
choose the asset (up to the value of the
combined cards) they wish to purchase

Shopping Trip (Card# 35)
⁃ this card must be played (placed in front
of you) like a points card, prior to a
purchase
⁃ it can be stolen BY “Room Service” (card
#36)
Room Service (Card# 36)
⁃ can steal any Item including “Shopping
Trip” (card #35)
Just as Deadly (Card# 37)
⁃ this card must be played (placed in front
of you) like a points card, prior to a
purchase
Use your Credit Card (Card# 41-42)
⁃ randomly take a card from the player of
your choice and add it to your hand, draw
a card from the draw pile to end your
turn as usuaL

Take a shower (Card# 43-44)
⁃ Draw your 3 cards, and Your turn Ends
(you do not draw a 4th card)
Jump on a Bus (Card# 51-52)
⁃ The cards can not be kept in your hand,
you must either play or discard them

Winning
The first player to purchase each
of the assets (Gun, Thumb Drive and
Private Plan), have all they need to
rescue lily and have won the game!

